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O u r  C u i s i n e  
 

 I. – Introductory information 

 Title: Our Cuisine 
Subject: Crafts 
Author: Otilia Corniciuc 
Students’ Age:  14-15 

  

 II. - Aims 

 Lesson aims:  
By the end of the lesson, the students will be able to: 
- be aware of the safty rules when cooking 
- follow the instruction in a recipe 
- prepare a product according to a recipe 
 
Language aims: 
By the end of the lesson, the students will be able to: 
- identify specific cooking vocabulary 
- use specific vocabulary freely 
- use imperatives in real-life situations 
 

  

 III. – strategy, material used 

 Learning strategy 
-explanation, instruction, observation, demonstration 
-practical application: learning by doing. 
 
Material used 
-recipe, pictures, video, cutting boards, knives, ingredients, plate. 
-safety/protection equipment: aprons, bonnetes. 
 

  

 Lesson plan 

 Introduction (5 min.): 
Icebreaking: Ss are asked diffrent questions about their eating habits: What do you like eating? Who 
does the cooking in your house? Have you ever cooked?/What? etc. 
Engaging the class: Ss are told that they are going to learn how to cook a Boeuf salad and they are 
invited to watch a short (3.33 minutes) video showing how to cook a Caesar salad. 
 
Main activity (35 min.): 
-The teacher shows a large (A3 or larger) poster (Annex 1) presenting some useful cooking verbs and 
their pictures and elicits them. 
-Ss are divided into three groups and are asked to choose a leader. 
-Each group has got a paper recipe and a list of safty instructions (Annex 2). The leader in each group 
reads the safty instructions aloud; each member of the groups fills in a chart (Annex 3). 
-The members of the groups prepare the recipe according to the cooking instructions; the teacher 
permanently monitors and supports them. 



Conclusion (10 min.):  
-When time expires, each group presents its salad in front of the others. 

  

 Vocabulary used 

 cut, grate, slice, break,  boil, peel, chop, pinch, stir, blend, pour, add, taste, serve 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Annex 1: 

 



 

Annex 2: 

Kitchen Safety 
 

 
What do you have to do before you start cooking?  
 Tie hair back, away from face, to keep from contact with food  
 Wash hands  

1. Use warm water and abundant soap  
2. Rub your hands and up to your elbows for 20 seconds  
3. Close the faucet with a paper towel  
4. Dry your hands with a different paper towel  
 Wash all cooking utensils (if needed) 

 
Cutting Board Safety  
 Use one for only meats  
 Use one for only fruits and vegetables  

Using different cutting boards will avoid cross contamination; bacteria from the juices of 
meats getting on other foods  
Knife Safety  
 Hold and pass knives by their handle  
 Point away from others and yourself  
 Put knives down safely  
 Do not set knives close to the edge of a counter; they could be bumped into or 

reached by children  
 Do not try to catch falling knives  
 Keep knives sharp 

 
 

 

 



Annex 3: 

Group name: 

Safety instruction Sheet 
Name and surname I agree to all the instructions 

Yes/No 
Signature 
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